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FOREWARD 

We are gathered for the 32nd time to honor someone who, in the tradition 
of the colonial printer, John Peter Zenger, distinguished himself in behalf of the 
freedom of the press and the people's right to know. 

John R. Finnegan has been a national leader for two decades in the fight for 

freedom of information. 
For six years, as chairman of the Freedom of Information Committee of the 

Associated Press Managing Editors Association, he led nationwide debates on open 

government. 
Louis D. Boccardi, president and general manager of The Associated Press, 

who worked closely with Mr. Finnegan during this time, commended his efforts 
by saying, "John Finnegan has been a beacon in the often dark recesses of the 
battle for the free flow of information. 

"With tenacity and wisdom he has been a champion of the right of a free 

people to news of their community, their state and their nation." 
Mr. Finnegan served as chairman of the APME Freedom of Information Com- 

mittee from 1972 to 1976 and again from 1978 to 1980: troubled times in the 
FOI battle. 

He joined the St. Paul Pioneer Press as a general assignment reporter in 1951 

and became senior vice president and editor in 1985, having served as executive 
editor since 1970. 

Mr. Finnegan has received a citation from the APME for his work with that 
organization, and he has received, among many honors as a newsman, the 
Distinguished Journalism Citation from the Scripps Howard Foundation and the 
Distinguished Service to Journalism Award from the Minnesota Newspaper 
Association. 

He is on the board of the American Society of Newspaper Editors, the chair- 

man of its ethics committee, and he has served as chairman of the World Press 

Institute, as a member of the Minnesota Press Council and as a member of the 
board of directors of APME. 

Mr. Finnegan, it gives me great pleasure to present to you the silver and tur- 

quoise plaque that, since its presentation to E. Palmer Hoyt in 1954, has sym- 

bolized the John Peter Zenger Award. 

George W. Ridge Jr. 
Head 
Department of Journalism 
University of Arizona 
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A FREE PRESS: STILL WORTH THE RISKS? 

By John R. Finnegan 

John Peter Zenger was not a reporter or an editor. Zenger was a printer. 
And a fighter. He was a man who felt strongly about his rights and was willing 
to face prison to assert them. He believed it was his right to criticize govern- 
ment. He believed he had the right to let people know what was going on in 
their society. He believed in the right to print the truth. 

I am honored to be associated with that man. In 1987, we celebrate the 200th 
anniversary of the adoption of the Constitution of the United States. 

It is a glorious anniversary. One worth noting with flags and fanfare and 
fireworks. 

But as we head into that anniversary year, I have a concern. 
I am concerned that in 1987 the American people will honor the form of 

our government, as represented by the Constitution, and pay little attention to 
the substance of our government, represented by the Bill of Rights, in particular, 
the First Amendment. 

But my concern extends beyond that. Actually, I fear that sometime in the 
not -too -distant future, a constitutional convention will be held in this country 
with disastrous results for the First Amendment. 

Why that fear? 
I recall what the late chief justice of the United States, Earl Warren, said in 

1976: that if the people were asked to vote on the First Amendment at the time 
of America's celebration of the bicentennial, it would not be adopted. 

Frankly, I don't think it would be adopted today in its original form. At the 
least, I fear voters would put serious restrictions on free expression. We would 
be less free after such a convention than we are today to write, publish, speak 
or broadcast. 

Don't misunderstand me. The First Amendment is alive and well. But it does 
show signs of wear and strain. 

It is a simple statement. You remember it: 

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or pro- 
hibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the 
press or of the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the 
government for a redress of grievances" 

Simple, but how powerful. 
It sets out right of individuals. It doesn't give me, as an editor, any special 

rights of free speech or press that are not available to all the people in our society. 
But one of the problems I see today is that some of those people to whom 

all of those rights belong are not familiar with those rights, don't care about them, 
don't want others to exercise them or are willing to accept restrictions on them. 

In short, some people do not want to run the risks that inevitably come with 
free expression. 
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Nationwide polls over the years have indicated that. 
In 1980, George Gallup reported that three -fourths of all Americans did not 

know what the First Amendment is or know what it deals with. By a margin 
of two to one, Americans believed existing curbs on the press were not strict 
enough rather than too strict. 

Things haven't changed much. Earlier this year, Gallup conducted a poll for 
Times Mirror Company and found that only three of 10 Americans know that 
the First Amendment is the part of the Constitution that mentions a free press. 

And, in Minnesota this year, we verified the existence of that same problem. 
A group called the Free Speech Committee, formed to heighten public 

awareness of the value of the First Amendment, conducted a statewide poll and 
found, among other things, that 72 percent of Minnesotans did not know where 
free expression is mentioned in the Constitution. 

A few other findings: 
A total of 56 percent of Minnesotans believe it is better for society to 

risk undesireable behavior than to limit free expression. That sounds positive. 
But remember 40 percent said they do not want to run those risks; they are will- 
ing to limit free expression and to suppress some materials and some speech. 

We must be concerned about that statistic. 
A few more findings: 
Thirty-three percent of the statewide sample said they would accept govern- 

ment restriction of speech that contains ethnic or racial ridicule. 
Forty -three percent said government should prohibit books or movies that 

portray Communists as heroes. 
Fifty-seven percent said government should prohibit books, plays and movies 

that depict human torture. 
Fifty -one percent said they agreed with the general statement that govern- 

ment should suppress bad or harmful ideas so that innocent people won't get hurt. 
Seventy - nine percent said government should prohibit such groups as 

Nazis or Ku Klux Klan from advocating harm to certain minorities. 
There are some other disquieting findings. 
Forty -three percent said they agreed with the proposition that freedom of 

expression includes the right of judges to prohibit newspapers from printing in- 
formation about certain criminal trials. 

Three- fourths of those surveyed believe the government should prohibit 
distribution of information that it considers damaging to national security. 

And 68 percent do not think that freedom of expression gives you a right 
to write a book advocating the overthrow of the U.S. Government, by violent 
means if necessary. 

Unfortunately, the survey showed that most Minnesotans have at best a 

lukewarm understanding of their First Amendment rights when there is no danger 
involved. 

They seem to be saying, "We'll exercise our First Amendment rights as we 
understand those rights. And you can exercise your rights freely as long as no 
one gets hurt." 

It is that timidity about exercising rights - as well as a lack of clear under- 
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standing of one's rights - that gives me concern about the future of the First 
Amendment. 

There are other signs that concern me as well. 
Censorship, by the dictionary definition, is removing matter considered ob- 

jectionable by expurgation or alteration. 
Like pulling books off the shelves; wiping out passages from textbooks that 

offend some people; prohibiting sale of publications that contain material found 
objectionable by some. 

But censorship is more than that. 
Effective censorship also can be blocking the gathering of information at the 

source. If you can control access to information, you can control what is ultimately 
published. 

The government of South Africa is adept at that type of censorship. So are 
many nations of the world. Restrict activities of reporters and you can control 
information as effectively as shutting down a radio transmitter or banning sale 
of offending newspapers. 

Our government cannot, except in rare cases, prohibit the press from 
publishing information that has been gathered. As far back as 1931, the Supreme 
Court held that prior restraint was unconstitutional. 

So governments have been seeking other ways of censoring information that 
it considers too sensitive, too embarrassing, too controversial or too dangerous 
for public examination. 

Before we look at some of those tactics, let's examine the context 
which freedom of the press and the public's right to know fall these days. 

The U.S. Supreme Court constantly is redefining the boundaries of the rights 
and freedoms of the press. 

One of the better frameworks within which to consider court decisions about 
the press and its functions was suggested by New York Federal Judge Irving Kauf- 
man in his majority opinion in Herbert v. Lando in 1977. 

Kaufman described press functions as a tripartite affair: 
"Invoking the broad words of the First Amendment the Supreme Court has 

never hesitated to forge specific safeguards to insure the continued vitality of 
the press. It has repeatedly recognized the essentially tripartite aspect of the press' 
work and function in (1) acquiring information, (2) processing information and 
(3) disseminating that information." 

Of the three, there are two areas where the rights of the press are fairly well 
defined: 

Processing information and dissemination. 
Let's look at each, starting with processing information, specifically in writing 

and editing. 
Judicial decisions over the years have made it clear that government cannot 

get involved in the writing and editing process. Those prepublication rights have 
been strongly supported by the courts. No official can sit at your elbow and tell 
you what you must write or how you must write it. 

That is true, at least, unless you work for the federal government and have 
signed nondisclosure agreements as an estimated 3.4 million government 
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employees already have. They have agreed to prepublication review - censor- 
ship - of anything they write - books, speeches, plays, pamphlets, essays, ar- 
ticles. The government asserts the right to censor anything written by employees 
who have access to sensitive compartmented information - security related data. 

But the rest of us can write and edit freely. 
Or can we? A three -judge appellate court panel in the Tavoulareas case against 

the Washington Post suggested that a newspaper's policy of "hard- hitting in- 
vestigative journalism" is a relevant factor when considering whether stories are 
pursued out of malice or with a reckless disregard for the truth. 

That concept if not overturned by the full circuit court in Washington cer- 
tainly will have a negative effect on how we edit in the future. Timidity could 
replace hard- hitting reporting. 

By the way, we have been waiting more than a year for review of that deci- 
sion by the entire circuit court. One Washington legal observer told me recently 
that there must be a "helluva fight" in the court over this issue. 

Unfortunately, the decision associating hard- hitting investigative journalism 
with malice was fathered by Judge Antonin Scalia who is our newest justice on 
the Supreme Court. 

So, while we find some fairly clear definitions of our rights to write and 
edit, there are some blurred lines. 

The second area where free press rights are fairly well defined, dissemina- 
tion, involves the issue of prior restraint. Here the U.S. courts system has refused 
to allow government to bar publication of information except under extreme cir- 
cumstances. Whenever some lower court accepts a prior restraint on the press, 
that restraint has been overturned on appeal. I see no current threats to that posi- 
tion which was first laid down in Near v. Minnesota in 1931, even with Justice 
Scalia on the bench. 

It is in the third area that press freedoms are less well defined and where 
I think the real dangers lie to a free press and the public's right to know. 

That is in access to information. 
What rights do journalists have to enter, and remain in, private and public 

places to report the news? What rights do reporters have to see documents? In- 
terview people? To gather news? 

The Supreme Court answered that in the 1972 case, Branzburg v. Hayes, 
in which the court said that "we do not question the significance of free speech, 
press or assembly to the country's welfare. Nor is it suggested that newsgather- 
ing does not qualify for First Amendment protection; without some protection 
for seeking out the news, freedom of the press would be eviscerated." 

But how much protection is "some protection "? 
The court's answer was that the "First Amendment does not guarantee the 

press a constitutional right of special access to information not available to the 
public generally." 

The media's right of access is limited, governmental bodies may bar us - 
and the public - from certain places, situations, documents, or data if it can 
show the requisite link between that action and a legitimate government interest. 

The burden of proof to support a ban rests with the government. The state 
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must show a substantial need. 
Laws requiring governmental bodies to conduct their business in public are 

a comparatively recent phenomenon. As late as 1952, only one state had such 
a law. By 1979, all 50 states had statutes requiring at least some public agencies 
to conduct a portion of their meetings in public. 

Such laws have no basis in common law and, according to the court of ap- 
peals for the Seventh Circuit in Illinois, open meeting laws have no basis in the 
United States Constitution and their violation does not infringe any federally pro- 
tected right. 

Access, then, is a statutory right; not a constitutional one. And it can be taken 
away or seriously restricted by legislative action. 

Restricting access is a form of censorship. 
The government, for example, may bar the press - and the public - from 

attendance at grand jury sessions, conferences of appellate judges, or dangerous 
areas (floods, fires, riots) as well as bar access to personnel information of govern- 
ment employees, or tax returns, or hospital and mental records of individuals. 

My concern is that the list is growing. Government, at all levels, is seeking 
to expand the list of areas from which the public and journalists are barred. 

We must become more aggressive in halting that expansion. In scores of states, 
access to information gathered and collected by governmental agencies has been 
curtailed. In a number of areas the public's right to know about what is going 
on in government and between government and private industry has been blocked. 

Some 38 states made a bid for a new General Motors Saturn car plant a year 
or so ago. In most of those states, the public had no idea of what incentives the 
state offered to get GM to build the plant in its territory. Public tax dollars were 
committed by those states, yet the people who pay the taxes were not to know 
the size of the commitment. There was little public outcry about the exclusion. 

There are some state legislative practices gaining favor that are a definite threat 
to public access to information. 

One of them is the garbage bill. A garbage bill usually is drafted by House 
and Senate Conference Committees. It contains a large number of subjects, not 
necessarily related matters. The bill is drafted without public hearings on the mat- 
ters involved, passed through committee without debate and sent to each house 
with orders that no changes be made on the floor. 

That is censorship. It is as effective as if government had physically cut the 
data or blacked the information contained in the bill out of the newspapers. 

The general idea is not restricted to the states. Congress uses similar closed 
door tactics to make major amendments on all types of legislation including the 
Federal Freedom of Information Act. 

Speaking of the Federal Freedom of Information Act, the government con- 
tinually seeks tighter restrictions on data available through it. Passed in 1966 when 
Congress substituted its legislative judgment for administrative discretion as to 
what could be kept secret from the public, the law provides all information is 

open to the public unless specifically exempted. There are nine exempt categories 
in the act. The act, amended in 1974, has worked relatively well over the years. 
In 1985, there were 300,000 requests for data. 
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But as well as the act has been operating, there are continuing moves to 
restrict its effectiveness. 

Some media observers say that a 10th exemption recently has been added 
to the act - an unwritten one. 

It says, " We don't want to give the information to you and we won't" The 
expectation is that those who seek the information will get tired of trying and 
go away empty -handed if the bureaucracy just stonewalls long enough. 

Bureaucratic arrogance can be an effective censor. There is no question that 
the law is harder to use today than a decade ago. 

Some reasons: - Agencies charge high fees for searching and copying - as much as 
$ 1,000. Those fees discourage public access. We are trying to get fee waivers 
for the press. - Agencies claim documents are lost or transferred. - Agencies ignore the 10 -day initial response requirements. - Agencies claim information requested is not an agency record. - Agencies block out information indiscriminately. - Agencies improperly classify documents as secret. 

Bureaucrats today are just more sophisticated and effective in handling in- 
formation requests. They are more adept at saying no. Some apparently also are 
adept at lying as they were recently in planting disinformation about planned 
us. attacks on Libya. 

Disinformation is a reprehensible misuse of the American media. I salute Ber- 
nard Kalb for having the courage to resign as assistant secretary of state for public 
affairs. But, as distasteful as the disinformation practice is, the fact is, we in the 
press, encourage it. 

Our willingness to accept the unidentified source, the unattributed authori- 
ty, for major news out of Washington plays into the hands of those who would 
manipulate us. 

We need to launch a concerted media to curtail the unidentified source. Prac- 
tice not only at our home newspapers but in our Washington bureaus, in the 
A P and in other wire services. It would be difficult to practice disinformation 
if we consistently identified all of our sources. 

The introduction of new technology for information storage and retrieval 
also has impacted the access issue. Information may be in the system but it may 
not be in a form that can be easily or economically extracted. 

A year ago, in New York, the legislature amended the open meeting law to 
close meetings of political committees, conferences and caucuses of public bodies 
regardless of the subjects under discussion. So, as long as the members are of 
the same political party, they can keep the session closed to the public and even 
invite in guests or staff people to participate in the deliberations. 

That is censorship. 
The Grenada invasion is another case in point. Historically, the press always 

has accompanied our armed forces in war situations. The government decision 
to exclude the press from Grenada for the first five days was a very successful 
exercise of censorship. 
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There are other effective ways to block access. 
The lawyer- client relationship is a frequently used reason for closing meetings 

these days. Admittedly, there are times when it is legitimate to close meetings 
for discussion of specific legal matters. However, in many states, public bodies 
try to stretch the application of the exemption to some very questionable sessions. 

Privacy arguments also are used more and more frequently to justify closing 
of records and meetings. There is no constitutional right of privacy in the United 
States although an argument can be made that federal court decisions have outlined 
a privacy right. 

I believe that individuals do have rights to privacy. The problem comes when 
those rights clash with the public interest. 

What concerns me is that the call for privacy, these days, frequently comes 
from government agencies - such as law enforcement - whose motives may 
be more than a little self- serving. 

An individual's "right to privacy" can become the excuse for closing public 
meetings and records. The justification for the right to censor. 

Censorship can be applied in another form. 
The right to gather and publish information can be discouraged, if not 

blocked, by making the process too dangerous or costly to use. 
The Daniloff incident is one example. By jailing Nicholas Daniloff, Moscow 

correspondent for U.S. News and World Report, and charging him as a spy, the 
Soviet Union is issuing a not -so- subtle warning to other U.S. journalists about the 
danger of making contacts with other than official sources. 

There is a chilling effect in the thought that your news source may be a KGB 

agent or that a KGB team is lurking around the corner waiting for planted securi- 
ty information to be passed to you. 

In the United States, some Reagan administration officials threatened the press 
with prosecution for unauthorized publication of classified information. 

The threat was made, in one instance, before publication of an article on 
U.S. intelligence- gathering operations. 

It was a case of prior restraint by intimidation. 
Things are a little brighter in the court systems. You can rely on the First 

Amendment to gain access to many judicial proceedings. 
The right of the press and public to attend criminal trials was recognized 

in 1980 by the Supreme Court in the Richmond Newspapers case. Then Chief 
Justice Warren Burger said a trial courtroom "is a public place where the people 
generally - and representatives of the media - have a right to be present, and 
where their presence historically has been thought to enhance the integrity and 
quality of what takes place." 

I believe that decision applies to other than criminal trials. The Supreme Court 
has not yet extended it specifically in other areas. 

Nevertheless, the press has broad access to courtrooms. Some limitations: 
pretrial situations where a judge may feel a defendant's right to a fair trial is jeopar- 

dized by public and press presence; juvenile proceedings in most states; family 
court proceedings in many states; commitment proceedings in many states. 

While there is access to courts, the fact is that huge libel awards against media 
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plus the high cost of defending against libel suits do have a chilling effect on the 
information gathering and dissemination process. Lawsuits or threats of lawsuits 
can result in a lot of self -censorship. Not only is the fear of losing such suits an 
issue but the high cost of legal defense encourages publishers and editors to back 
off controversial or sensitive subjects. 

So, how do we deal with all of these problems? 
The press cannot turn the trend alone. We need allies. First, we must all 

get behind programs designed to educate the public in its First Amendment rights. 
Programs like those sponsored by the First Amendment Congress and SPJ -SDX. 
We must convince the public that the rights of free speech and free press are 
not just the rights of those of us who have access to a printing press or a broad- 
cast station. 

It is essential that citizens know the laws governing access in their states. 
Every library should have comprehensive references in this area. 

It is essential that citizens - and journalists - concerned about open govern- 
ment keep up to date on changes in statutes and developing case law. 

Journalists must monitor their legislatures for bills that may have an impact 
on censorship. We must look very carefully at any piece of legislation dealing 
with regulatory agencies, personnel issues, public administration, and law 
enforcement. 

We all should take an increasingly active interest in pushing for greater open- 
ness, better access laws, than exist in state and federal government today. 

I have greater fear of lawmakers and bureaucrats reducing our First Amend- 
ment rights and censoring information through blocking access than I do of the 
courts taking away the public's right to know. 

I do not see that legislative trend lessening. 
The American people recognize that newspapers have substantial power; that 

we have a great deal of freedom under the First Amendment. They also believe 
that we should be held accountable for exercising those rights responsibly. 

It is how we use that power that rightly concerns them. As it must concern 
all of us. 

We must strive for quality and excellence in our publication. We must rebuild 
our credibility. We must develop individual codes of ethics at each of our 
newspapers and enforce them. We have an obligation to perform our jobs with 
intelligence, objectivity, accuracy and fairness. We must police ourselves better. 

John Peter Zenger and Andrew Hamilton convinced a jury back in 1735 that 
the press should be free to print the truth even if the truth hurt someone in 
government. 

That is still the challenge we face today. To convince the jury of the American 
public that the press must be free to print the truth. 

We must also convince the jury that even though the press can be arrogant, 
strident, unfair and wrong at times, those are risks that we must take to maintain 
a strong and vital democratic society. 

Today, the jury appears to be on our side. But the trial is a continuing one 
and unless we take positive action to improve our performance, we could lose 
the final verdict. 
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